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                             A consumer is the important visitor on our premises.

                                           He is not dependent on us. We are dependent on him.
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A consumer is the important visitor on our premises. 
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$�R$�R$�R$�R    

1. 1. 1. 1.     �����?C�0�!/� ��/M������?C�0�!/� ��/M������?C�0�!/� ��/M������?C�0�!/� ��/M�::::    

�.G �� ��R@Y ��.057-003-2157 �4;# 057-003-2268 MO 

���"���9 ����� ��%
� �+;��� RMQ9 ��E"@��0 ���0R 

���� ^.1,20,880/-�" �)%G ��EN��; �����?C�0�!' 

��R@L%GF!�'.    
    

    

2.02.02.02.0    +*M(� ��M#+*M(� ��M#+*M(� ��M#+*M(� ��M#::::    
    

2.1 �����?C�0�!)�� �.G ,/_ $�� �"����U4� �� ��R@Y 

��.057-003-2157 �4;# 057-003-2268 ��?@��9 :��"�@�9%��� 

��%
4O O�?����� ���0R# ��I%
" L�Y#, `9��� ^.1,20,880 

:�� ���5"�!' ,+'!�� ��I%�  ,5D;%
"�� �
'%G  

�����?C�0�!' ��R@L%GF!�'.    
    

2.2 ��78�9 ��+*K� �
 abKO��? �
 11� �U �� ��R@Y                                        

��.057-003-2157MO 30-12-2017 ��� 15-02-2018 +�)JI# �4;# �� 

��R@Y ��. 057-003-2268MO 29-12-2017 ��� 15-02-2018 +�)JI# 

Z�0' �b���0�� ��%
4O �)��/ ���0R �����" ��c'�+�' 

O�?P'��? $�RM(RK �; RM(9 ��EG ^.1,20,880/- �����" 7 

8��dMOF  ��I%G��; Lr.No.AE/O&M/SPD/F.Audit/D.No.12(1)/23-24, Dated : 30-

01-2024, Lr.No.AE/O&M/SPD/F.Audit/D.No.12(2)/23-24, Dated : 30-01-2024 +�J�� 

�����?C�0�!/0# ��/�%���D#, $.�� �4��"# +�) ,%�����" 

�����?C�0�!' �0���� ��; �
'�B��)' ��/�%GF!�'. 

 

2.3 �.G �� ��R@Y ��dMO �
%GF! �����" �)%G ��E" 

�+�U �����?C�0�!' ����. �� �('��. +�0#/��4O, �� 

c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?%�� 16.06.2023 ,�; ,v(NF!�'. 
 

2.4 �� c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?#, ����. �� �('��. +�0#/��4O, 

18.11.2023 ,�; ��B�0" $�R�" ,A%GF!G.   ��?# ,A%� P'@L� 

,
�@
N4?��� ��� �����?C�9 �B��. �����?C�0�!' 

��O�?P'@��!/0%
� ��'@L%GF!�'. 
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3333.0.0.0.0      ��?%
� P'D��?%
� P'D��?%
� P'D��?%
� P'D : 
 

 

3.1 ����. �� �('��. +�0# / ��4O, ��c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?# 

��B�0" P'�+ 18.11.2023 8�A�0 $�RJ� ��/�%GF!G.  ,�� 

$�RJ� �#���@��0 �%
 Q�* ��9M@��9F!G. 

As per the above findings, the slips raised by the Audit branch vide no.12 Dated 

24.05.2018 in service connection no.057-003-2157 & 13 Dated 25.05.2018 in service 

connection no.057-003-2268 are set aside and the forum directs the respondent to compute 

the shortfall for the meter defective period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service 

connection no.057-003-2157 and from 29.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service connection 

no.057-003-2268 adopting regulation 11 of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Supply Code and 

intimate the same to the petitioner within 4 weeks from the date of receipt of this order. 

The petitioner is hereby directed to pay the amount on receipt of the intimation by 

the respondent. 

A compliance report shall be submitted to the forum within 6 weeks on receipt of this 

order. 

With this, the petition is disposed of. 

 

4.04.04.04.0    ��O�?P'@��!/� ��Y�)��O�?P'@��!/� ��Y�)��O�?P'@��!/� ��Y�)��O�?P'@��!/� ��Y�): 

 

4.1 �����?C�0�!�# �
'�B��)�# �K!G �)@Y +��K�! 

�9%G�)@��4O +�
"� 29-05-2024 ,�; �8/� ��Y�) 80%�@��0G. 

   

4.2 �����?C�0�!' 
�.��.������
 ,+'F ��Y�) 8�A� ��G 

���9 ��B�0" +��%�� �9%G�)%��'. 

 

4.3 �
'�B��)'F 
�.P.�D��))�X�, ��"4���5"�!' /�&�/$+U 

����. �� �('��. +�0#/��4O $(�"�' ��Y�) 8�A� ��G ���9 

�Kd�0" +��K�! �9%G�)%�.'. 

 

4.4 ��O�?P'@��!/� ��Y ��'@LM@�9# �B �����?C�9 �B 

������ ��O�?P'��?%
� �B��))�� �+M@��0 ��/M�F 

�#���@��0 +��KF ��9�� P'�4O �9%GM ��F!@�9(?G.  O�?P' 

��?%
� 80+UM�F, O�?P' ��?%
� ��'@LM@�0�� Y
" 

w+�)RKF ,��G �x"�!' abKO 80+UM� �#���@��0 ��/M�F 

��y". ��c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?# �4;# ��O�?P'@��!�M�. 

abKO��? �
A��U ��O�?P'@��!/� P'�4O �9%GM 

��F!@�0����. 
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5.05.05.05.0      �����?C�0�!/� +��KF�����?C�0�!/� +��KF�����?C�0�!/� +��KF�����?C�0�!/� +��KF: 

 

5.1 �����?C�0�!' �.G ����R@YdMO ��,!� �b
� 

�)R�� ��)@��0 �xM� �����" �Fd�U ��E" �
'�B��)' 

�xM� G�)MO �/�G�) ��E� w��JI#, ��I# ,�� +yN;%
  0�� 

(1) 24.06.2019, [2] 31.05.2024 [3] 27.07.2022 [4] 17.03.2023 ��"���0 w��JI# 

,@�/�G�?�" �xM� G�? |4���� ��;# ��I# :/���)/� 

�x"�!'F a}�+�; ����# �����. ��E����, ��G c'�+�' 

$+R%
I#, Z�0' �"K���� ��; �
D ������I#, Z�0' ~�0%�� 

�9LUMO# ���5"�!' Z�0' �
D ��E" �U"����, ����� c�� 

��!�; |G���� ��; ,5M�J� ��/I#, ��4�0 ���� ��I%� 

�+�9# ��? �xM� G�?J� ,5M��" +��  ��?�+�9# ��; 

�/�G�) ��E� L�Y# Z�9# �xM� G�? |4���� ��;# 

��/�%GF!�'. 
 

5.2 �����?C�0�!' �+� ,5N# :/��� ��0@�U ��)@��0 �+� 

�4;# ��4�0 �� ��R@Y :F! ,/_ $���" �"M�����G, 

�"M@���+
��� ��;# Z�9# �"MO#���G �"M@���(�?�# ��;# 

��B# O%�� ��)�# :/" �! w��@ ���5"�!' ,+'A0# �b%G ���� 

�+� ��/�%� U�%
� a@Y�I# ��4;F!��D#, ��I# a}�+�� ����# 

:/" O�?����� �����" ��I%
 +�GF!��D# �4;# �� G�? (1) �! 

w�� ���5"�!' (2) :�� ��"4���5"�!' (3) ��"4���5"�!' (4) ��4��'�+ 

���5"�!' �4;# (MRT) �! w�����5"�!' ����? G�? �x"�!' ��/0# 

�B ��'@L%GF!��D# ��/�%GF!�'. 

 

5.3 ��"4���5"�!' $+U ,+'F, (CGRF) c'�+�' O�? P'O# ��? 

$�R"�!' �4;# �� :;@L.'F $�RJ�0+�; �� ��R@Y �� 

057-003-2157 8�F 30.12.2017 15.02.2018 +�) �4;# 057-003-2268 8�F 

29.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) :F! ����.G ��� 2 Z�0'A� 

“:��"�%
� ����”, ��; ��UNF!. ��; +�
�" �.G +�G�)J� 

��/�%GF!��D# �����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 
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5.4 �� Z�0' �b��0���� �9LU%G ��0�.��, Y
"�� 2 

Z�0'd# ���;%�@��0��D#, Z�0' ����%�@��0 L�.�# ~/� ���# 

,/_ $���" �"M����� Z�0�# �"K���� ��;# (CGRF) c'�+�' 

O�? P'O# ��? $�R"�!' �4;# �� :;@L.'F $�RJ�0+�; �� 

��R@Y �� 057-003-2157 8�F 30.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^.57,496 

�4;# 057-003-2268 8�F 29.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^.63,384 

$���%�# ^.1,20,880 � O�?D%���� ��; ��I%� :%
)��0��D# 

�����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 

��4�0 �7 w��J� (CGRF) c'�+�' O�? P'O# ��? $�R"�!' 

�4;# �� :;@L.'F $�RJ�0+�; �� ��R@Y �� 057-003-2157 

30.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^. 57,490 �4;# 057-003-2268 8�F 

29.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^ 63,384 $���%�# ^ 1,20,874 � 

O�?D%���� ��; ��I%� :%
)��0�� �)%G ��E+�� �
�" w�� 

w;%G+�� ,��N# ��; �K�! �x�+�9 ��9M��F+�� 

�����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 

 

5.5 :�� ���5"�!' ,+'F ����)# :��"�@�9%��� ��%
4O# 

O�?����� ���0R# ��I%
N#, `9��� ^.6,23,210 +  6,61,023 = 

12,84,233 ��I%� ,5D;%
"�� �
'%G, ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# ,A%� 

P'@L� c'�+�' O�? P'MO# ���+' ,+'A0# ��?J�0�� ��/� 

�)�9 �� ��R@YdMO# ��?�" ^.57,496 + 63386 = 1,20,880 ��I%� 

�+�9���; �.MO P)@Y ,AM@��0��D# �����?C�0�!' 

��/�%GF!�'. 

 

5.6 ��4�0 �� ��R@YF �)�9MO# ��'%G 16-11-2016 �4;# 19-

03-2018 �4;# 19-04-2018 U�%
� �U �B ��9%G# 1, Z�0' c'�+�' 

,��0 �4;# 2 Z�0' c'�+�' Y%�%
I# (O�? P'MO# ���+' 

O5@L�9F! X.+/ 2017 � Z�0' :��"�%
� ���� ��;#. 01.02.2018 

��� 14.02.2018 +�) ,�� Z�0' :��"�%
� ���� ������ 15.02.2018 � 
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Y
" Z�0' ���;%�@��0��D#, ��� O7 w��J� �"K�� ��4�0 

�)�9 Z�0'dMO# ��?�"   

�� ��R@Y ��  057 003 2157 

(29.12.2017 ��� 30.01.2018 +�) ��� 5717 MO ^ 38,280  

�)��/ ��� 2858 MO 01.02.2018 ��� 15.02.2016 +�) ^ 19216 

 ���%�# ^. 57,496 

�� ��R@Y �� 057 003 2268 MO 

(30.12.2017 ��� 29.01.2018 +�) ��� 4900 MO ^ 45,981 

�)��/ (30.01.2018 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ���2613 MO ^ 17403 

���%�#   ^.  63,384 

    $ ���%�#   ^.1,20,880 

 

��4�0+�; RMQ9 ��EG �R%�� ��I%� P'@�AM@��0��D#, 

c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ���+' �4;# 2 :;@L.'F ,A%� P'@L� 

O5@L�9F! ��%
� Z�0' :��"�%
� ���� ��;# �� ��R@�� 

:��"�@�9%����� ��;# (M.R.T Report) �#.$'.U ,5M�J� :F!���, 

O�?P'MO# ,I+�)�� ��I%� P'�A%� �����" �)%G ��E" �+�9��E 

��9M��F+��D# �����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 

 

5.7 ��I# �� ��R@Y �� 057 003 2157 � ��UNF! ��� 38 �� 

��R@Y �� 057 003 2268 � ��UNF! ��� 7.2 $ ���%�# 45.2 

���9MO :/" �����" ��I%� �"�)� :F!��D# �����?C�0�!' 

��/�%GF!�'. 
    

6.06.06.06.0        �
'�B��)/� +��KF�
'�B��)/� +��KF�
'�B��)/� +��KF�
'�B��)/� +��KF::::    
 
6.1 The Respondent has submitted that the service connection no.057-003-2157, 

service connection nó 057-003-2268 stands in the name of Thiru. G. Lakshmipathy under 

tariff LN3B with sanctioned load of 101 KW and under tariff LM3B with sanctioned load of 75 

KW respectively. The petitioner represented that he has objected to pay audit shortfall 

arrears of Rs 6,23,210/- against his EB service connection 057-003-2157 for the period from 

10/2016 to 02/2018 and Rs.6,61,023/- against his another service connection 057-003- 

2268 for the period from 12/2016 to 02/2018. 
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6.2 The Respondent has stated that the petitioner has objected for the above audit 

shortfall (1. Audit slip No. 12 Para No. ANN-III (R5.6,23.210) Audit slip No. 12 Para No. 

ANN-III (Rs.6.61,023) the past five years several times to concerned officials and though 

they all acknowledged his grievance and recommended for dropping, the Audit Branch does 

not accept the proposal. He has also given 'N' number of grievance petitions in AE office, 

AD office and EE office. 

 

6.3 In this regard the respondent has submitted that the Audit dropping proposal details 

as follows. 

Letter addressed to the Audit branch Remarks of the Audit branch 

Executive Engineer/O&M/Avadi-letter 

dt:24.06.2019 (Based on the consumer 

representation vide letter 17.05.2019) 

 

Audit brunch vide letter dt:06.09.2019 has 

given the following remarks and returned the 

proposal 

The Assistant Executive Engineer/MRT 

Metering vide letter dt: 17.02.2018 for service 

connection nos 057-003-2157 and 057-003-

2268 has concluded and recommended for 

revision of bill for the meter defective period 

as per TNERC’S supply code. 

 

Hence, the dropping proposal of the 

Executive Engineer/O&M/Avadi is not 

feasible of compliance. 

Executive Engineer/O&M/Avadi- letter 

dt:31.05.2024 (Based on the consumer 

representation vide letter dt.25.03.2021.) 

 

Audit branch vide letter dt:09.07.2021 has 

given the following remarks. It is requested to 

produce the MRT report along with service 

connection docket with related documents 

forwarded to this office for taking further 

action in this regard. 

Executive Engineer/O&M/Avadi letter dt 

27.07.2022 (Resubmitted the proposal for 

withdrawal of Audit slip after attending the 

remarks of Audit branch letter 

dt:09.07.2021) 

Audit branch vide letter dt. 19.11.2022 has 

given the following remarks.  

The field officers report as per Lr.No 

AEE/MRT/CEDC/West as 

F.LTCT/D.NO.398.DT:17.02.2018,  
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 The material evidence for the conditions of 

business and also stating that the said 

premises under vacant may be forwarded to 

this office.  

As seen from the consumer ledger the 

AAO/Revenue may come forward for revision 

of recovery with genuineness of working 

details towards shortfall of average due to the 

meter defective declared on 15.02.2018 and 

new meter has been fixed. After receiving the 

above details the action will be taken in this 

regard. 

 

Executive Engineer/O&M/Avadi letter dt 

17.03.2023 (Resubmitted the proposal for 

withdrawal of Audit slip after attending the 

remarks of Audit branch letter 

dt:19.11.2022) 

 

Audit branch vide letter dt. 22.05.2023 has 

given the following remarks.  

1. SC.NO.057-003-2157 (AS NO.12)  

The meter has been replaced on 15.02.2018, 

SC.NO.057-003-2157 with struck-up  

reading@1096.79 during 12/2016 

assessment itself. The Assistant Executive 

/MRT has also recommended for billing 

revision for the period from 24.10.2016 to 

15.02.2018. 1.SC NO:057-003-2268(AS NO 

13).  

The meter has been replaced on 25.07.2019, 

SC NO-057-003-2262 with struck-up 

reading@338.71 during 06/2018 assessment 

itself. The Assistant Executive/MRT has also 

recommended for Billing revision for the 

period from 31.12.2016 to 15.02.2018. 

In view of the above the Audit slips rised may 

made good. 
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But, all the proposals have not been considered by the Audit Branch and reported 

that is not feasible of compliance to drop the audit slip. 

 

6.4 The Respondent has submitted that the petitioner approached the CGRF for 

cancellation of above audit shortfall, as per the request of consumers representation 

through RTI and RTI commission regarding dropping proposal of the Audit short fall 

amounts to Audit is informed to the petitioner vide letter dated 21.07.2023. 

 

6.5 The Respondent has submitted that the petitioner has availed two EB service 

connections SC No. 057- 003-2157 and SC No. 057-003-2268 around the year 2014-2015 

for running of his rice mill located in Athur village. Initially, the rice mill has been run by him.  

But due to his health issues, the running stopped. During that time, he promptly gave letter 

to the Assistant Engineer/TNEB/Sothuperumbedu on 16.11.2016, informing about stopping 

of running and requesting to put minimum amount for the service connections 057-003-2157 

and 057-003-2268. He had also got dated acknowledgement with Seal from the office.  

Then, the billing has done as minimum since no consumption or meagre consumption has 

been only recorded in our service meters and during every billing the service connection 

has been remarked as "Not in use" by the Assistant Engineer. Unfortunately, during the 

billing month of 01/2018, the AE/ Sothuperumbedu has informed that both the service 

connection meters were defective with no display' and billed minimum only as average since 

the premises was vacant and the meters were replaced on 15.02.2018. 

 

6.6 The Respondent has submitted that on 01.03.2018, the appellant gave his rice mill 

on lease to Thiru S. Karthikeyan for one- year lease agreement from 01.03.2018 to 

28.02.2019 for an initial advance amount of Rs. 2,00,000/- and monthly rental of Rs. 

14,000/- Thiru.S.Karthikeyan taken order from Tamil Nadu Civil Supply Corporation for 

Paddy hulling. The copy of the lease agreement is also enclosed herewith.  Further, he has 

also enclosed the bank statement of tenant (KALIGAMBAL MORDERN RICE MILL) 

showing the Cheque cleaning to his name (LAKSHMIPATHY) for Rs.2,00,000/- 0n 

06.01.2018 and rental charges clearance from 03/2018 through cheque every month from 

then. After the rental agreement, his tenant Thinu. S. Karthikeyan, vide letter dt. 19.08.2018, 

also informed the Assistant Engineer/TNEB/Southperumbedu, that he had taken lease of 

his rice mill from 01.03.2018 and running only from 05.03.2018. He has also attached the 

acknowledged copy also. 
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6.7 The Respondent has submitted that hence, from the above circumstances and 

reading recorded by the Assistant Engineer/TNEB/South perumbedu, it is evident that his 

rice mill is not in use from 11/2016 to 03/2018. Further, he has followed all necessary 

procedures such as informing about rice mill not in use on 16.11.2016 and mill under lease 

from 01.03.2018 with bank statement about advance amount transaction as substantial 

proof. He has also given ‘N’ number of grievance petitions in AE office,  AD office and EE 

office. 

 

6.8 The Respondent has submitted that audit simply informed that they put based on 

MRT recommendation, ln MRT recommendation too, they also mentioned that EB meter 

parameters could not be downloaded due to meter defective. Then it is evident that the 

period of defective could not be ascertained by MRT too. But they vaguely without any 

technical evidence, the recommended billing revision from 10/2016. But, he has given letter 

on 16.11.2016 informing that his mill is not in use. Hence, the audit amount is based on 

assumptions only and they don't have any technical evidence.  Hence, the petitioner 

requested to drop the audit shortfall arrears of Rs.6,23,210/- against his EB service 

connection 057-003-2157 for the period from 10/2016 10 02/2018 and Rs.6.61,023/- against 

his another service connection 057-003-2268 for the period from 12/2016 to 02/2018. 

 

6.9 The Respondent has submitted that two service connections were availed by the 

petitioner Thiru G Lakshmipathy for running rice mill at Athur village. Service connection 

nos.057-003-2157 was effected on 22.07.2014 and on reviewing the consumer ledger, it 

was noted that there is no consumption recorded upto 27.07.2015 and meagre consumption 

was recorded upto 28.01.2016. From 10/2016-03/2018 only minimum charges were paid by 

the petitioner. Service connection nos 057-003-2268 was effected on 27.11.2015 and on 

reviewing the consumer ledger, it was noted that the actual energy was recorded from 

11/2016 to 01/2018. Due to non-operation of the mill, the petitioner. Thiru. G. Lakshmipathy 

has leased out the rice mill to Thiru Karthikeyan. Since both the meters were defective, the 

same were replaced on 15.02.2018. Subsequently, Audit raised the slip for average shortfall 

in both the service connections considering the recommendation given by the MRT vide 

letter dated 17.02.2018. 

 

6.10 The Resondent has submitted that based on the representations of the petitioner, 

the dropping proposal was sent to Audit branch at various occasions along with the letter of 

the consumer addressed to the Assistant Engineer/O&M/Sothuperumbedu vide letter dated 

16.11.2016 intimating the status of the premises as vacant. But the Audit has not accepted 
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to drop the slip stating that the slip raised are made good as per the recommendations of 

the MRT. While taking the current consumption reading on 30.01.2018 for the billing month 

of 01/2018 in service connection nos.057-003-2157 and 057-003-2268, the meter display 

failure has been noticed and 

RELEASED METER:                 FIXED METER:             CONSUMER DETAILS: 

MAKE LANDISGYR                   MAKE HPL                   Sanctioned load: 111KW 

SL.NO TN119503                    SL. NO:498025              Tariff-IIIB 

PO.NO:187/D774/13              PO.NO: 189/D775/13       CTR-200/5A    MF-40 

INITIAL READING DATE 15.02.2018 

CKWH-2.13     KVAH-2.20    PF-1.00         MDKW-0.00 

 

6.11 The Respondent has submitted the Billing Recommendation for the service No: 057-

003-2157 Since, the existing meter was in burnt condition, the meter data could not be 

downloaded. The defective period may be taken from 24.10.2016 (Date of last reading) to 

15.02.2018 (Date of meter changed). The bill revision for the defective period may be done 

based on the instruction given by the TNERC. 

A/C Number 057-003-2268 Based on the of AEE/REDHILLS, the LTCT service at 

SOTHUPEREMBEDU section, in the name of M/S C.LAKSHMIPATHY bearing A/C no- 057-

003-2268 was inspected by MRT on 15.02.2018 to replace the DEFECTIVE meter. At the 

time of inspection, all MRT seals were found in tact. Power check could not be carried out, 

FR and meter Data could not be downloaded. Since, the existing meter had No display. The 

existing defective meter was replaced by a healthy meter and normal metering was restored 

satisfactorily power check was carried out and found to be in order. 

RELEASED METER:               FIXED METER:             CONSUMER DETAILS: 

MAKE HPL                  MAKE HPL                    Sanctioned load: 111KW 

SL. NO:481822                      SL. NO:498024              Tariff-IIIB 

PO.NO:189/D775/13            PO.NO: 189/D775/13        CTR-150/5A    MF-35 

INITIAL READING DATE 15.02.2018 

CKWH-1.55        KVAH-1.63    PF-1.00         MDKW-0.00 

 

6.12 The Respondent has submitted the billing recommendation. Since, the defective 

meter had no display, the meter data could not be downloaded. The defective period may 

be taken from 31.12.2016 (Date of last normal reading) to 15.2.2018 (Date of meter 

changed). The bill revision for the defective period may be done based on the instruction 

given by the TNERC. Later, the audit has reviewed the service connection nos. 057-003-
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2157 and 057-003- 2268 and issued the audit slip vide no. 12/2018 dated 24.05.2018 & 

13/2018 dated 25.05.2018 respectively towards average shortfall for an amount of Rs 

6,23,210/- & Rs.6,61,023/- respectively.  On a review of the consumer ledger it is noticed 

that the above said consumer As per Recommended by AEE/MRT Lr.No. VideNo: 

AEE/MRT/CEDC/ WEST/F.LTCT/D398/2018, Dt.17.02.2018. The above service connection 

inspected by MRT on 15.02.2018 to replace the meter. 

 

6.13 The Respondent has submitted that on viewing the consumer ledger of service 

connection no.057-003-2157, it is noted that the reading has been taken by the respondent 

every month only on the recorded as meter defective in both the services. But the average 

billing was not done in both the services. Being LTCT service connections, MRT wing was 

informed to inspect the above two service connections.  Based on the request of the 

Assistant Executive Engineer/O&M/Redhills, the MRT inspected 2 nos. of LTCT service 

connections stands in the name of G.Lakshmipathy and replaced the meters in both the 

service connections on 15.02.2018, and furnished the report vide letter dated 17.02.2018. 

 

6.14 The meter change details as in consumer ledger of service connection no. 057-003-

2157 is as follows. 

Old Meter Details        New meter details 

Meter 
Type 

Meter 
Make 

Meter 
No. 

MF Ca
pa
city 

Rem
oved 
Date 

Meter 
Type 

Meter 
Make  

Meter 
No 

MF  Cap
acity 

Installed 
Date 

Static 
Electronic 
Meter with 
MD 
recording 
facility 

L&G TN119
503 

40 5 15.02
.2018 

Static 
Electro
nic 
Meter 
with 
MD 
recordi
ng 
facility 

HPL 
ELEC
TRIC 
AND 
POW
ER 

49802
5 

40 5 15.02.201
8 

 

6.15 The Respondent has submitted that meter change details as in consumer ledger of 

service connection no. 057- 003-2268 is as follows: 

Old Meter Details        New meter details 

Meter 

Type 

Mete

r 

Mak

e 

Met

er 

No. 

M

F 

Cap

acity 

Remove

d Date 

Meter 

Type 

Meter 

Make  

Meter 

No 

MF  Cap

acity 

Installe

d Date 
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Static 

Electroni

c Meter 

with MD 

recordin

g facility 

HPL 4818

22 

30 5 15.02.201

8 

Static 

Electroni

c Meter 

with MD 

recording 

facility 

HPL 

ELEC

TRIC 

AND 

POW

ER 

49802

4 

30 5 15.02.20
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MRT Report: A/C Number -057-003-2157 Based on the of AEE/REDHILLS, the LTCT service at 

SOTHUPEREMBEDU section, in the name of M/S C.LAKSHMIPATHY bearing A/C no-057-003-

2157 was inspected by MRT on 15.2.18 to replace the BURNT meter. At the time of inspection, all 

MRT seals were found in tact. Power check could not be carried out, FR and meter Data could not 

be downloaded. Since, the existing meter had burnt and No display. The existing burnt meter was 

replaced by a healthy meter and normal metering was restored satisfactorily power check was 

carried out and found to be in order. 

 

6.16 The Resondent has submitted that on viewing the consumer ledger of service 

connection no 057-003-2268, it is noted that the reading has been taken by the respondent 

every month only on the site inspection of the service connection. Hence, the meter display 

could have been failed only after 29.12.2017 and the meter defective period has to be 

considered from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018. Hence, the respondent is eligible to claim the 

shortfall for the meter defective period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 whereas it has been 

considered that the meter defective just because the consumption is low for the period from 

10/2016 to 02/2018. 

 

6.17 The Respondent has submitted that the audit cannot assume that the meter is 

defective since the reading for the period from 10/2016 to 12/2017 which is healthy the 

reading taken by the Field officials on site inspection. During the period the meter is healthy 

which have been recorded as "Not in use" Hence, it is calculated the shortfall after changing 

the defective meter defective period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 accordance with 

Regulation 11 of the TNE Supply Code arrived as per the CCGRE order since the 

consumption is gradually increased after the replacement of new meter. 

 

Working sheet for Sc. No:057-003-2268 short fall period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 

Revised Audit shortfall as per CGRF order 

1. Sc. No.057-001-2268 (Slip No. 13) 
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30.12.2017 to 29.01.2018 (bill calculation taken for BOAB audit slip workings) 
CC Charges =4900 X Rs. 6.35   =31,115.00 
P.F. 85-88-27X1.5%-40.5           =12,601.57 
E.Tax 44.86 X35-1570.1-PF+ 
CC X 5%        =  2.264.33 
FC 75X35                                    =  2.625.00 
            --------------- 
           48,605.90 
Less Already collected               =   2.625.00 
           ---------------- 
Shortfall yet to be collected           45,981.00 
           ---------------- 
02/2018 (CC Charges) 

Average From 30.01.2018 to 15.02.2018 
4900X16 days/30                     = 2613 Units 
Actual Recorded unit 
0.24 X 30MF     =      7 Units 
        ---------------- 
                                                    2620 Units 
                                                   ---------------- 
CC 2620X6.35   = 16,637 
3.6X35-126-CC X 5%              =      838 
FC 75 X 35                              =    2,625 
        --------------- 
     =  20,100 
Less: Already collected           =    2,697 
                                                    --------------- 
Shortfall yet to be collected     =    17,403 
         -------------- 
 

Total Revised amount             =45,981 + 17,403-Rs.63,384/- 

site inspection of the service connection. Hence, the meter display could have been failed 

only after 29.12.2017 and the meter defective period has to be considered from 30.12.2017 

to 15.02.2018. Hence, the respondent is eligible to claim the shortfall for the meter defective 

period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 whereas it has been considered that the meter is 

defective just because the consumption is low for the period from 10/2016 to 02/2018. 

 

6.18 The Respondent has submitted that the audit cannot assume that the meter is 

defective since the reading for the period from 10/2016 to 12/2017 which is healthy the 

reading taken by the Field officials on site inspection. During the period the meter is healthy 

which have been recorded as "Not in use" Hence, it is calculated the shortfall after changing 

the defective meter defective period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 accordance with 

Regulation 11 of the TNE Supply Code arrived as per the CGRF order since the 

consumption is gradually increased after the replacement of new meter. 

Working sheet for SC.No:057-003-2157 short fall period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 
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Revised Audit short fall as per CGRF order 

1. Sc. No:057-003-2157: (Slip No:12) 

29.12.2017 to 30.01.2018 (bill calculation taken for BOAB audit slip workings) 

CC. Charges-5717 X. Rs. 6.35                = 36,302.95 
E.Tax 92.75 X35=3246 CC X 5%            =   1,977.46 
FC 101X35            =   3,535.00 
              --------------- 
              41,815.41 
Less: Already collected        =   3,535.00 
              ---------------- 
Shortfall yet to be collected                         38,280.00 
              ---------------- 
02/2018 (CC Charges) 

Average From 01.02.2018 toο 15.02.2018 
5717X15 days/30                                     =      2858 Units 
Actual Recorded unit 
3.08 X 40MF          =          38 Units 
       -------------- 

   2896 Units 
       -------------- 
2896X6.35          =  18,389.60 
92.75X35-3246-CC X 5%        =     1,081.79 
FC 101 X 35                                             =     3,535.00 
               ---------------- 
                                                                 =   23,006.39 
Less: Already collected                            =     3,790.00 
               ---------------- 
Shortfall yet to be collected                      =   19,216.00 
                                                                     --------------- 
Total Revised amount                              = 38,280+19,216=Rs.57,496/- 
 

6.19 The Resondent has submitted that in view of the above, the average shortfall shall 

be computed for the meter defective Period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service 

connection no.057-003-2157 and from 29.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service connection to 

057-003-2268 adopting Regulation 11 of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Supply Code.  As per 

the CGRF order, the slips raised by the Audit branch vide no. 12 Dated 24.05.2018 in 

service connection no.057-003-2157 & 13 Dated 25.05.2018 in service connection no.057-

003-2268 are set aside and the forum directs the respondent to calculate the shortfall for the 

meter defective period from 30.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service connection no.057-003-

2157 and from 29.12.2017 to 15.02.2018 in service connection no 057-003-2268 adopting 

regulation 11 of the Tamil Nadu Electricity Supply Code and intimate the same to the 

petitioner within 4 weeks from vide Lr.No:AE/O&M/SPD/F.Audit/ D.No:012(1)/23-24. Dated 

30.01.2024.  Under these circumstances, it is humbly prayed that the Honorable TNE 
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Ombudsman may please dismiss the Appeal Petition No.25 of 2024 as may deem it fit and 

proper and thus render Justice) 

 

7.07.07.07.0    �� O�?P'@��!/� P'D�� O�?P'@��!/� P'D�� O�?P'@��!/� P'D�� O�?P'@��!/� P'D::::    

    

7.1 ���)@Y +��KF �4;# ��'@LM@��0 $+RKF $("+4�? 

$)�E�G Q7M�0+�; P'D ��E"@�9(?G. 

    

7.2 �����?C�0�!' ��B�0" ,/_ $���" �"M�����G 
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��� ��;#, Z�9# �"MO#���G �"M@���(�?�# ��;#, 
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� a@Y�I# ��4;F!��D#, ��I# 

a}�+�� ����# :/" O�?����� �����" ��I%
 +�GF!��D#, �.G 

�� ��R@Y ��.057-003-2157 �4;# 057-003-2268 MO ���"���9 

����� ��%
� �+;��� RMQ9 ��E"@��0 ���0R �����" )%G 

��EN��; �����?C�0�!' ��R@L%GF!�'. 

7.3 :�� ���5"�!' ,+'F ����)# :��"�@�9%��� ��%
4O# 

O�?����� ���0R# ��I%
N#, `9��� ^.6,23,210 +  6,61,023 = 

12,84,233/- ��I%� ,5D;%
"�� �
'%G, ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# 

,A%� P'@L� c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��? ���+' ,+'A0# ��?J�0�� 

��/� �)�9 �� ��R@YdMO# ��?�" ^.57,496 + 63386 = 1,20,880/-

��I%� �+�9���; �.MO P)@Y ,AM@��0��D# �����?C�0�!' 

��/�%GF!�'. 
    

7.4 �� Z�0' �b��0���� �9LU%G ��0�.��, Y
"�� 2 

Z�0'd# ���;%�@��0��D#, Z�0' ����%�@��0 L�.�# ~/� ���# 

,/_ $���" �"M����� Z�0�# �"K���� ��;#,  c'�+�' 

O�?P'MO# ��?# $�RJ�0+�; �� ��R@Y �� 057-003-2157 8�F 

30.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^.57,496/- �4;# �� ��R@Y �� 057-

003-2268 8�F 29.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) ^.63,384/- $���%�# 
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^.1,20,880/- � O�?D%���� ��; ��I%� :%
)��0��D# 

�����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 

7.5 ��"4���5"�!' $+U ,+'F ��c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?# 

$�RJ�0+�; �� ��R@Y �� 057-003-2157 8�F 30.12.2017 ��� 

15.02.2018 +�) �4;# 057-003-2268 8�F 29.12.2017 ��� 15.02.2018 +�) 

:F! ��%
� 2 Z�0'd# “:��"�%
� ����” ��; ��UNF!. ��; 

+�
�" �.G +�G�)J� ��/�%GF!��D#, ��4�0 �7w��J� 

��c'�+�' O�?P'MO# ��?# $�RJ�0+�; O�?D%���� ��I%� 

:%
)��0�� �)%G ��E+�� �
�" w�� w;%G+�� ,��N# ��; 

�����?C�0�!' ��/�%GF!�'. 

7.6 �
'�B��)' �.G +�G�)J� ����R@Y ��F.057-003-2157 

�4;# 057-003-2268 $("�+ 
�. G. �����
 ��? ��"/�                          

2014-15# $�9 ,/_ $�� �"MO+�4� ,B�
M@��0 ����� 101 KW 

�4;# 75 KWD0� LT IIIB ���0R%
� Q7 ��?�" +*K@��0��D#, 

�����?C�0�!' ��B�0" :0� w�� �/J���� �)R%��� ,/_ $�� 

�"MO+�� w;%
 �+@���D#, �.�+, ����R@Y ��F.057-003-2157 

�4;# 057-003-2268MO O�?����� �0R# �
MO��; 

:�����5"�!�MO 16-11-2016� U�# ��9%���D# ��/�%GF!�'. 

 

7.7  �����?C�0�!/� ����R@YdMO O�?����� �0R# 

+�� ��E� w��J� a}�+�� RMQ�U� ���G# ����R@Y 

“�"����U� ����” �. :�����5"�!)�� O5@L0@��9F!��D#, $.�� 

01/2018 RMQ�U� ���G ��,!� �b��0�GF!�� �
D ��E"@��9      

15-02-2018 ,�; Y
" ��,!� ��4?@��0��  �
'�B��)' 

��/�%GF!�'.  ��w��J� �xM� G�?"�� ����R@Y �� 057-003-

2157MO 10/2016 ��� 02/2018 +�)J��. ��M�0%
4O ^.6,23,210/- 

�xM� �4?�MO�? wI�+% ����N# ����R@Y �� 057-003-

2268MO 12/2016 ��� 02/2018 +�)J��. ��M�0%
4O ^.6,61,023/- 
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�xM� �4?�MO�? wI�+% ���� ��I%G��; ,5D;%�@��0�� 

�
'�B��)' ��/�%G!!�'.  

 

7.8 ��4`5" +�G�) �4;# �
'+�G�)J� ,U@��0J� �����?C�9 

�B�+ P'D ��E" ,�� ,U@��0 �)RK�! ,5" �+�UJ�M(?G.  

,�+ Q7M�0+�; ��/�M@�9(?G.   

��,!� �bG ��? ,U@��0J� �����?C�0�!/� ��,!� 

�
'�B��))�� MRT ��# �/���
M@��9, ����R@Y 057-003-2157 :�0" 

��,!� �bG ��# 24-10-2016 ��� 15-02-2018 +�) �.D#, 

����R@Y ��.057-003-2268 :�0" ��,!� �bG ��# 31-12-2016 

��� 15-02-2018 +�) �.D# P'D ��E��U"�� ,�� ,U@��0J� 

�����?C�0�!�MO �xM� Ob�� G�9 ,5M� ��.12 �4;# 13 

8�F 24-05-2018 �4;# 25-05-2018� ,U@��0J� :�� ���5"�!)�� 15-

11-2018 ,�; �����?C�0�!�MO +*K@��9F!G.  

  

7.9 ,���U ����R@Y ��.057-003-2157MO ^.6,23,210 ����R@Y 

��.057-003-2268MO ^.6,61,023/- �. RM(0@��9 

�����?C�0�!�MO U�# ��# ��/�M@��9F!G.  ,MU�# ��4? 7 

8��dMOF ��,!� �b
4�. O�?D�����" �0 +yN5%
"G 

��/"+�(?G.  $.�� �����?C�0�!' U�# ��4? 2018 ��%
y��G 
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��� 01/2018 ���%
4�. ��RMQ9 ��%
� ��,!� �bG ��; �
D 

��E"@��0���, 29-12-2017y��G ��,!� ��45" 15-02-2018 ,�; +�) 

��9�� ��,!� �b
4�. �)��/ �0R%�� +�yM $�RJ�9F!G.  

7.11 ,������,   ����R@Y ��.057-003-2268MO  28-12-2017� 

��RMQ9 �9%G# 30-12-2017� �
D ��E��� ,U@��0J� ,9%� ��� 

01/2018 ���%
4�. ��RMQ9 ��%
� ��,!� �bG ��; �
D 

��E"@��0��� 30-12-2017y��G ��,!� ��45" 15-02-2018 +�) ��9�� 

��,!� �b
4�. �)��/ �0R%�� +�yM $�RJ�0G#  

��/"+�(?G.  ,��,U@��0J� �
'�B��)' O�?D%�����" 

Q7M�0+�; 
�%
 ,B@L"G ��/"+�(?G.    

 

 

7.12 ��w��J� �����?C�0�!' ��O�?P'@��!/0# ��B�0" 

����R@YF 057-003-2157 �4;#  057-003-2268 S.F.No.7/291, 27/292 

� ����!"# ()��#, $%&', ����. – 67 ��? a�) �+/J� :F! ,/_ 

$��MO +*K@��0 ����R@YF ��;# �"���)# 80%� �U"�� 

�)R%
.�� �����
) O�?�� �0R#  16-11-2016y��G ��I%G+�� 

:/����)/0# ��/�%��� ,U@��0J� �.MO Z�9# ��y� ,B@�@��0 

O�?D ���� ^.6,23,210/-  �4;# ^.6,61,023/- ����� Z�9#  
�%
 

,��M@��0 O�?D ����"�. ^.57,476/- �4;#  ^.63,384/-� �Fd@�U 

��EN��; ��?J�9F!�'.   

7.13 �
'�B��)' ��c'�+�' O�?P'��? $�RMO L�Y ,MO�?D% 

�����" 
�%
 ,�� �xM� L/�� +.%
4O ���9 ���; ,�� 

,U@��0J� �xM� L/D# O�?D �����" 
�%
 ,��%G 


�%�@��0 O�?D �����" �����?C�0�!/0���G +�y%G  

��
 ����R@Y�� ��,!� 

�b��. ��# 


�%
 ,��M@��0 

O�?D ���� 

30-01-2024 057-003-2157 12/2017 to 02/2018 ^.57,476 /- 

30-01-2024 057-003-2268 12/2017 to 02/2018 ^.63,384 /- 
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,%�+�� ��/�MO��; ,5D;%
NF!G.  ,}+�+RKF Q�* 

��9M@��9F!G. 

   

 

 
7.14 �����?C�0�!' �4��"# 
�%
 ,��M@��0 ����"�. 

^.57,476/- �4;#  ^.63,384/-�  �Fd�U ��E" +yN;%
" w��J� 

��Y�)J� ���bG �K!G ,/_ $��J� �xF 8�0��?�� w��J� 
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��G�@Y �4;# $ED ,U@��0J� 16-11-2016 ��%
y��G �� �"���9 

������ ����"� ��; �.�" ���bG ,/_ $��M�. :�)RK�! 

�"M���� ��; +�
�0 ���bG# ,
� :F! ���!MOF ���+J� 

�����9 �"����U� ���GF!G ����� �;M����.   

 

7.15 �����?C�0�!/� +��KA���# 16-11-2016y��G 15-02-2018 

+�) ,�� $���" ,+' $ED ��E"���� �4;# ��G�@YM� 

���!MOF �"����U� ���� ��? +��# |4;M��Fd#�U"� 

����.  ��w��J� ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# ��B�0" $�R�" 

��c'�+�' ���)�U� ,��?" ���0%
� :/" ,I+�)�� ��,!� 

�bG ��; �
D ��E"@��0 w7�4O L�Y �b��. ��,!� ��4?@��0 

8�F +�)NF! ��0@��0 ��%
4O��� O�?D%���� +�yM 

�+�9��. $�RJ�9F!G. 

 

7.16 ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# ��B�0" $�R�" ��c'�+�' 

���)�U� ,U@��0J� $ED ��EG +*K(NF!���, �����?C�0�!/� 

����R@L� ���� ��,!�J� w�� O5%G ,5" 8�� Evidence Act, 1872 

Section 35 �
�" $)�" ��#Y(�?�.  ,�� �
 Q�* ��9M@��9F!G. 

“35. Relevancy of entry in public record or an electronic record made in performance 

of duty. An entry in any public or other official book, register or record or an 

electronic record stating a fact in issue or relevant fact and made by a public servant 

in the discharge of his official duty or by any other person in performance of a duty 

specially enjoined by law of the country in which such book, register or record or an 

electronic record is kept is a relevant fact.” 

��4`5" ���; ��0%
� �U ����+�� ,)��K �
D# 8��U� 

��0%
� Q7 ���_"�O# �. ��/"+�(?G.   �
'�B��)' ��'@L%� 

$+RKA� +�J�� ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# ��c'�+�' ���)��0 

$ED ��EG �����?C�0�!/� ����R@L� ���� ��,!� 

�b
4�. ��%�� 
�%
 ,��%GF!G. �.�+, ��4`5" ���; ��0%
� 

�U ��O�?P'��?# +*K(" $�R �.MO |4Y�0"�� :F!���, O�?P' 
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��?# +*K(" $�RJ� ��4?# �GD# ���+J��� �. P'D 

��E"@�9(?G. 

 

8888.0.0.0.0    �UD�)�UD�)�UD�)�UD�)::::    

    

8.1 �%
 7-� :F! P'DA� ,U@��0J� ��c'�+�' O�?P'��?# 

+*K(" $�RJ��U ����R@Y ��.057-003-2157-4O �
M@��0 

^.57,496/- �4;# ����R@Y ��.057-003-22684O �
M@��0 

^.63,384/- $(" �)��/ O�?D%����F �����?C�0�!)�� 

��I%�@�0�+�9# �. �UD ��E"@��9F!���, �
'�B��)' ��4�0 

�)��/ O�?D%���� �4;# ��) �0RKF |��B# ��@LB# ��'%G 

+�yM ,5D;%�@�9(?G. 

 

8.2 ��4�0 �UD0� �����?C�9 �B �� 25/2024 �UDMO 

���9 +)@�9(?G.  ���D ���� ����. 

 

            ((((8888. . . . �R��R��R��R�))))    
                                ä‹FiwÔ®¥ghs®ä‹FiwÔ®¥ghs®ä‹FiwÔ®¥ghs®ä‹FiwÔ®¥ghs® 

        “Ef®nth® Ïšiynaš, ãWtd« Ïšiy” 

           “No Consumer, No Utility” 

��;8' 

1.  
�.��.������
       - By RPAD 

�/��.��������, 

��.7/21, �� ����!"#, 

$%&' ()��#, ���*+)# ,-��, 

�����./ +�0#, 

����. – 600 067. 

 

2. ��"4���5"�!'/�&�/$+U, 

����. �� �('��. +�0# /��4O 

��78�9 �� :4�%
 �4;# �('��. *#, 

��.229, ��.�# �)�9, $+U, ����. – 600054. 
 

4. ��4��'�+ ���5"�!',      - By Email 

����. �� �('��. +�0#/ ��4O, 

��78�9 �� :4�%
 �4;# �('��. *#, 

33KV 
��K�# +!�#, ,�R� 8', ����. – 40. 
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5. ���+' �4;# w'+� �"MO8',    - By Email 

��78�9 �� :4�%
 �4;# �('��. *#, 

8U@L��@ Y�+' �.$'. )����� ��A�, 

144, ,�R�����, ����. – 600 002. 

 

6.  ��"��!',        - By Email 

��78�9 ����) abKO��? $�R"#,   

4+G �!#, _��� ����� w'+� ,I+� �U0#, 


�.�.. ����4����0, (�U, ����. – 600 032. 

 

7.  :�� �"MO8' (x�) – ��78�9��78�9��78�9��78�9    ����)����)����)����)    abKO��?abKO��?abKO��?abKO��?    $�R"#$�R"#$�R"#$�R"#    ��R"�!%
���R"�!%
���R"�!%
���R"�!%
�    �+AJ9+�4��+AJ9+�4��+AJ9+�4��+AJ9+�4� 

��78�9 ����) abKO��? $�R"#,  

_��� ����� w'+� ,I+� �U0#,  


�.�.. ����4����0,  (�U, ����. – 600 032. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    


